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If the condition of path-connectedness in the definition of simple-connectedness
is relaxed, the concept of a set with no holes arises. A natural rank function is
defined on the set NH of all compact sets with no holes in the plane. The rank
function is obtained by associating a sequence of well-founded trees with each set
in NH. It provides a natural measure of the complexity of these sets. It is also
shown that the rank function is unbounded in v on the set SC of all compact1
simply connected sets in the plane. From this it will follow that NH and SC are not
Ž 2 .Borel subsets of the Polish space K R of all compact sets in the plane. Q 1999
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will be interested in certain descriptive set theoretic
properties of the collection of all simply connected sets in the plane. To
this end we shall introduce the concept of a set with no holes and work in
the general setting of a Polish space. Throughout this paper our notation
w xand terminology in descriptive set theory will be as in Moschovakis 7 .
One of our main tools will be well-founded trees. Such trees are com-
w x w xpletely described in Moschovakis 7 as well as in Kechris 3 . Our notation
and terminology in topology will be as close as possible to that in
w xKuratowski 6 . The results of this paper are somewhat related to those in
w x1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9 .
Ž 2 .Let K R be the Polish space of all nonempty compact subsets of the
plane with the Hausdorff metric. A Polish space is a separable, completely
metrizable space. The Hausdorff metric is defined by
d A , B s sup d y , A , d x , B : x g A and y g B , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .H
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where
d w , C s inf d w , z : z g C , 4Ž . Ž .
and d is the usual Euclidean metric.
Now let A be a compact subset of the plane. By a path in A we mean a
w x Žcontinuous function g : a, b “ A. We will follow the customary abuse of
Žw x.language and identify g with its image g a, b when there is no room for
.confusion. A path in A is said to be a Jordan arc if it is homeomorphic to
the unit interval. It is said to be a Jordan cur¤e if it is homeomorphic to
the unit circle T. By the Jordan Curve Theorem, any Jordan curve divides
the plane into two open components, exactly one of which is bounded. We
Ž .define the inside, Ins g , of g to be the bounded component. We say that
Ž .A is a set with no holes if for any Jordan curve l in A we have Ins l : A.
We say that A is path connected if there is a path in A that connects any
two points of A. A simply connected set is a path-connected set that has no
holes.
Let NH and SC be the collections of all sets with no holes and all
Ž 2 .simply connected sets, respectively, in K R . Becker showed that NH was
Ž 2 .a complete coanalytic subset of K R and that SC was not an analytic
Ž 2 . Ž w xsubset of K R by using reduction arguments see 3, p. 256 for the
.proofs . A little later Becker showed that SC was also a coanalytic subset
Ž 2 .of K R by using a complicated argument involving hyperarithmetical sets.
ŽIt appears that a simple argument might not suffice here. It is usually a
routine matter to verify that a set is coanalytic, but even the much simpler
.case of NH was nontrivial. In passing we also mention that the collections
Ž 2 .of all connected sets and all path-connected sets in K R are Borel and
Ž 2 .CPCA subsets of K R , respectively. A CPCA subset is the complement
of the projection of a coanalytic subset. For more details see the survey
w xpaper by Becker 2 .
In this paper we define and study a natural rank function on NH. With
² Ž .:each A in NH we will associate a sequence T N, A of well-foundedN G1
< Ž . <trees and show that the supremum of their heights T N, A is always a
limit ordinal. The rank function is then defined as the unique ordinal a
such that
v ? a s sup T N , A : N G 1 . 4Ž .
This rank function provides a natural measure of the complexity of the sets
in NH in the sense that sets of small rank are simple and vice versa. In
fact the sets of rank 0 are precisely those with convex path components.
Moreover, if A is locally path connected, then the rank of A is at most 1.
A typical example of a slightly complicated set, the Warsaw Circle, has rank
2; and as the rank increases, the sets become more complicated. We also
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characterize the sets of rank 1. We finally show that the rank function is
unbounded in v on SC. By using some of the descriptive set theoretic1
Ž w x.properties of the rank function and the Boundedness Theorem see 7 ,
Ž 2 .we then deduce that NH and SC are not Borel subsets of K R by using
rank arguments. Consequently, if we consider subsets that are not Borel not
to be simple, there can be no simple characterizations of NH or SC.
1. DEFINITION OF THE RANK FUNCTION
In this section we define the rank function. But first we state the
w xfollowing result of Becker, a proof of which can be found in 3, p. 256 .
Ž . Ž 2 .PROPOSITION 1 Becker . NH is a coanalytic subset of K R .
Before defining the rank function, we need to introduce some more
< <terminology. Let g be a Jordan arc. We define the gap, g , in g to be the
distance between the end points of g . We also define the closure, g , of g
to be the closed path obtained by joining its end points with a straight line.
Now suppose that g is the closure of a Jordan arc in the plane. Then by an
2extension of the Jordan Curve Theorem, R y g is a union of open
components with exactly one component unbounded. We define the inside,
Ž .Ins g , of g to be the union of the bounded components. Also suppose g1
and g are Jordan arcs with g : g . We define the distance between g2 1 2 2
and g by1
5 5g y g s diam g y g j endpts g .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 1
Ž .Finally, we define Jarc A to be the set of all Jordan arcs in A.
Ž 2 .DEFINITION 1. Let A be in K R and M ) 0. We define the tree
Ž . ² :T M, A to be the set of all sequences g , . . . , g such that1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .a ; i s 1 . . . n g g Jarc A & g : g ,i i iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž5 5 .b ; i s 1 . . . n y 1 ; j s 1 . . . n y i g y g F Mri andiq j i
2 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .c ’ x g R ; i s 1 . . . n B x, 1rM : Ins g l A .i
Ž .Here B x, d denotes an open disk with radius d and center x, and
c 2 Ž .A s R y A. Later on B x, d will denote the closed disk. We shall referc
to any open disk that is a subset of Ac as a ca¤ity in A. When the cavity is
surrounded by a Jordan curve in A, we will call it a hole in A. The basic
idea behind the definition of our tree is that we are trying to look for a
sequence of Jordan arcs that will ``converge'' to a Jordan curve and so
Ž .obtain a hole in A. Observe that condition b of Definition 1 implies that
the gap in g is F Mri. Also observe that if M F N, we have directly fromi
Ž . Ž .the definition that T M, A : T N, A .
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Ž . Ž Ž . .PROPOSITION 2. A g NH iff ;M ) 0 T M, A is a well-founded tree .
Ž .Proof. ¥ Suppose A is not in NH. Then there is a Jordan curve l:
Ž .T “ A such that Ins l › A. So we can find an integer M ) 0 and an x in
2 Ž . Ž . c Ž .R such that B x, 1rM : Ins l l A . We claim that T M, A has an
infinite branch. Let y be a point on l. Then the closed set l l
Ž .B y, 1r2 M is made up of disjoint path connected components. Let P bec
the path component containing y. Since l is a Jordan curve we can find a
Ž .d with 1r2 M ) d ) 0 such that B y, d contains points from no other
Ž .path component besides P Fig. 1 .
Ž .Now let g be a subarc of l that has end points in B y, d and contains1
Ž .at least one point outside of B y, d . Then any subarc g of l that extends
Ž . Ž .g contains B x, 1r2 M in its inside. This is because the hole B x, 1r2 M1
Ž .is in the inside of the closed set l j B y, d and g can intersect itselfc
only at points of P. Now for each i G 2, choose g to be an increasing1
5 5sequence of subarcs of l extending g such that l y g F Mri. Then it1 i
² : Ž . Ž .is easy to see that for each n G 1, g , . . . , g g T M, A . Thus T M, A1 n
has an infinite branch and so it is not well founded.
Ž . Ž .« Suppose that for some M ) 0, T M, A is not well founded. Then
² :there is an infinite sequence g of Jordan arcs in A such that for eachn
² : Ž .n G 1, g , . . . , g g T M, A . Without loss of generality we may assume1 n
w xthat g : a , b “ A, the a 's decrease to a, the b 's increase to b, andi i i i i
w x Ž .g s g ° a , b for each i. Now from the definition of T M, A iti iq1 i i
Ž . Ž .follows that g a and g b tend to the same limit y as i “ ‘. Moreover,i i i i
w x w xg g A because A is closed. Let l: a, b “ A be defined by l ° a , b s gi i i
Ž . Ž .and l a s l b s y. Then it is clear that l is continuous. Moreover,
Ž .l ° a, b is injective because each g was injective. So l can intersecti
itself at most once.
FIGURE 1
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2 Ž . Ž . cWe claim that there is an x in R such that B x, 1r4M : Ins l l A .
Now there are two cases: either l is a Jordan curve, or it is the union of
two Jordan curves with exactly one point in common. Since we can extract
an appropriate Jordan curve in the second case, it will suffice to prove the
Ž .result for the first case. Consider the point y s l a . The closed set
Ž .l l B y, 1r4M is made up of disjoint path connected components. Letc
P be the path component that contains y. Then we can find, as in the first
Ž .part of this proof, a d with 1r4M ) d ) 0 such that B y, d contains
points from no other path components besides P. Now choose k such that
Ž . Ž .g has end points in B y, d . Then by the definition of our tree T M, Ak
2 cŽ . Ž .we can find an x in R such that B x, 1rM : Ins g l A . Since l is ank
extension of g it follows, as in the first part of this proof, thatk
Ž . Ž . cB x, 1r4M : Ins l l A .
Ž . Ž .The trees T M, A were defined on the set Jarc A of all Jordan arcs in
Ž .A a set that has the same cardinality as R . So if A is in NH, the tree
Ž .T M, A is not necessarily countable and so we cannot immediately
Ž .deduce that the height of T M, A is countable. This latter fact is true,
however.
< Ž . <PROPOSITION 3. For each M ) 0 and A in NH, T M, A - v .1
Ž 2 . 2Proof. Consider the Polish space P R of all paths in R and let
Ž 2 .UP R be the set of all finite sequences of such paths. Define the relation
Ž 2 .U ² : ² :$ on P R by g $ d iff
Ž . ² : Ž . ² : Ž .a g g T M, A , d g T M, A , and
Ž . ² : ² :b d is an extension of g .
Then it is not difficult to check that $ is a strict analytic relation directly
Ž .from the definition of T M, A . Moreover, since A is in NH it follows
that $ is also well founded. Hence by a classical result in descriptive set
Ž w x.theory see 7, p. 103 we see that $ has countable length. But the length
Ž .of $ is just the height of T M, A , so we are done.
Ž .  < Ž . < 4DEFINITION 2. We define r A s sup T N, A : N is an integer G 1 ,
Ž .  < Ž . < 4for each A in NH. Observe that r A s sup T M, A : M ) 0 . If
Ž . < Ž . <T M, A is empty we adopt the convention that T M, A s 0.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4. For any A g NH, r A is a limit ordinal.
Ž . Ž .Proof. It will suffice to show that if r A G v ? a q 1, then r A G v ?
Ž . Ž .a q 1 . Now if r A G v ? a q 1, then for some positive integer N we
< Ž . < Ž .must have T N, A G v ? a q 1. So T N, A has a subtree as shown in
² Žn.: Ž .Figure 2. Here the heights of the nodes g , g in T N, A are increas-1 2
ing and tend to v ? a as n “ ‘.
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FIGURE 2
Now for each k define the tree T as follows. For each i s 1 . . . k y 1,k
² :g , . . . , g g T here g is repeated i timesŽ .1 1 k 1
² : Ž .and if g , g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g g T N, A , then1 2 ky1 k kqm
² :g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g g T g is repeated k y 1 times .Ž .1 1 k kqm k 1
Ž .Then it is easy to see that T is a subtree of T kN, A of rank at leastk
Ž .  < Ž . < 4 Ž .v ? a q k. Thus r A s sup T kN, A : k G 1 G v ? a q 1 .
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Ž .DEFINITION 3. For each A in NH we define the rank r A of A to be
Ž .the unique ordinal a such that r A s v ? a .
Remark 1. It can be shown that r is actually a coanalytic norm on NH,
but the verification is long and tedious, and since we do not need it for any
of the results that follow, we shall omit it.
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE RANK FUNCTION
In this section we will investigate the basic properties of the rank
function. First we have the following result.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5. If A g NH, then r A s 0 m each path component of
A is con¤ex.
Ž .Proof. « Suppose P is a path component of A that is not convex.
w x w xThen there exist y, z g P such that the segment y, z › P, so y, z
contains a point w that is not in A. Since A is closed there exists d ) 0
Ž . c Ž .such that B w, d : A Fig. 3 . Since P is path connected, there is a path
w x Ž wg : a, b “ P connecting y and z. By a standard construction see Ku, p.
x. Ž .513, Theorem 5 we can extract a Jordan arc g from g that connects y1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and z. Choose x g B w, d such that B x, dr4 : Ins g l B w, d . Such1
Ž .a choice of x is possible because half of the hole B w, d is inside g . Now1
 < <4 ² :let M be any positive integer with M G max 4rd , y y z . Then g g1
Ž . Ž .T M, A , so r A ) 0.
Ž . Ž .¥ Suppose r A ) 0. Then there exist a positive integer M, an x in
2 cŽ . Ž .R , and a Jordan arc g such that B x, 1rM : Ins g l A . Let P be1 1
the path component of A that contains g . Then the line segment, L,1
joining the end points of g is not completely in A. Otherwise we would1
Ž .be able to extract a Jordan curve l in A with Ins l › A from L j g , by1
w xthe construction in 6, p. 513 . But this will make A f NH, a contradiction.
Hence P is not convex and we are done.
FIGURE 3
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Ž 2 .DEFINITION 4. Let A g K R . We say that A has a pseudo-hole if
2 cŽ . Ž . Ž .’d ) 0, ’ x g R , and ’g g Jarc A with B x, d : Ins g l A such1 1
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .that ;u ) 0 ’g g Jarc A with g : g , g - u , and B x, d : Ins g l1
Ac.
A typical pseudo-hole is, roughly speaking, a cavity that is surrounded by
Žsomething like the Warsaw circle which we will describe after the proof of
.the next result . Note also that all holes are pseudo-holes.
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. If A g NH, then r A F 1 m A has no pseudo-holes.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. « Suppose r A G 2. Then for some M ) 0 the tree T M, A
Ž . Žn.must have a subtree, as shown in Figure 2 a . Note that the g 's are noti
necessarily distinct. Let y and z be the initial and terminal points ofn n
Žn. 2 Žn. cŽ . Ž .y , and x g R be such that B x , 1rM : Ins g l A for i sn n n i
< <  41, . . . , n. Then y y z F Mrn and x : n G 2 is bounded. Let x be an n n
 4limit point x : n G 2 . By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we mayn
< <assume without loss of generality that x y x - 1r2 M. From this itn
Žn. cŽ . Ž .follows that B x, 1r2 M : Ins g l A for each n G 2.n
cŽ . Ž .It is also easy to see that we can ensure that B x, 1r2 M : Ins g l A1
Ž .by taking M large enough in the first place. Remember that T M, A :
Ž X . X Žn. < Žn. <T M , A if M F M . Now it follows from the facts g : g and g “ 01 n n
as n “ ‘ that there is a pseudo-hole in A.
Ž .¥ Suppose A has a pseudo-hole. Then we can find a positive integer
2 ² : Ž . Ž .M, an x g R , and a sequence g in Jarc A such that B x, 1rM :nG1n
cŽ . 5 5 < <Ins g l A , g : g , g y g F M, and g F Mrn for each n G 1.n 1 n n 1 n
Ž .Here M is chosen so that diameter A F M also. Now consider the tree
shown in Figure 4, where each g is repeated n y 1 times.n
Ž . < Ž . <It is easy to see that this tree is a subtree of T M, A . So T M, A G v
Ž .q 1, and hence r A G 2.
FIGURE 4
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Ž .COROLLARY 7. If A g NH is locally path connected, then r A F 1.
Proof. Since any set in NH with a pseudo-hole is not locally path-con-
nected, the result follows immediately from Proposition 6.
The converse of Corollary 7 is false. A simple counterexample is the
Warsaw Disk, which we now describe. Consider first the Warsaw Circle
Ž Ž . .known also as the sin 1rx circle , which consists of the graph of the
Ž . Ž x Ž .function sin 1rx on 0, 2rp and the line segments joining 0, 1 to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, y2 , 0, y2 to 2rp , y2 , and 2rp , y2 to 2rp , 1 . The Warsaw
Circle separates the plane into two open components, exactly one of which
is bounded. We define the inside of the Warsaw Circle to be the bounded
component. The Warsaw Disk is just the Warsaw Circle together with its
inside.
The Warsaw Disk is clearly not locally path-connected, and Propositions
5 and 6 show that it has a rank 1. With Proposition 6 and a little more
work, we can see that the Warsaw circle has rank exactly 2.
3. UNBOUNDEDNESS OF THE RANK FUNCTION
In this section our main objective will be to show that for each countable
Ž .ordinal a there is a set A in SC with r A G a . The idea in the proof
arose from considerations of Proposition 6. But we first need to describe
an auxiliary set, the Hausdorff Sawtoothed Cur¤e, which we need in the
Ž Ž yn . . Ž Žconstruction. For each n G 1 let z s 2 1 y 2 , y1r2 and y s 2 1n n
yn . .y 2 , 0 . The Hausdorff sawtoothed curve consists of the straight lines
Ž .joining 0, 0 to z , z to y , and y to z for each n G 1, and the1 n n n nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .straight line joining 2, y1r2 to 2, 0 Fig. 5 .
PROPOSITION 8. For each countable ordinal a there is an A g SC such
Ž .that r A G a .
Proof. The proof is by induction on a . For a s 0, 1, 2 the result is
clear. The proof splits into three cases, depending on whether a is a limit
FIGURE 5
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ordinal, a is the successor of a limit ordinal, or a is the successor of a
successor ordinal. We illustrate the proof for the case a s 3 and show how
the other cases can be similarly dealt with. Let A be the set shown in3
Figure 6.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In the figure C s 0, 0 , D s 0, y3 , E s 3, y3 , F s 3, 0 , G s 2, 0 ,
Ž . 1ynand H s 2, y5r2 . The squares S have sides of length 2 , and C andn n
F as their upper vertices, and are joined to each tooth of the Hausdorffn
curve between C and G as shown. The sides of the squares S that are inn
Ž .broken lines are not parts of the set A . The open disk B x , 1r2 , where3 0
Ž .x s 1r2, y5r2 , is also shown, but it is not a part of A . In each S is a0 3 n
Ž . yncopy not shown of the Hausdorff curve scaled down by a factor of 2 , so
that it fits exactly between C and F . It is easy to see that A is closedn n 3
Ž .and simply connected. We have to show that r A G 3.3
Observe that for each n G 1 there is a unique Jordan arc g in A thatn 3
connects C to F . Fix n and consider the set P , which consists of gn n n n
together with the Hausdorff curve in S . P is simply connected, and forn n
Ž . Ž .any path g in P that extends the path g we have B x, 1r2 : Ins g ln n
c Ž . nA . We claim that the tree T 2, P is of height at least v q 2 . To this3 n
² Žn.:end let g be Jordan arcs in P that extend g and satisfyk G1k n n




repeated 2 n y 1 times and each g Žn. is repeated k times. It is easy tok
Ž . < Ž . < ncheck that T is a subtree of T 2, P . So we have T 2, P G v q 2 , asn n n
claimed.
Ž .To show that r A G 3, we now consider the tree T shown in Figure 8.3 0
Here g is the Jordan arc consisting of the line segments CD, DE, and0
Ž .EF. It is easy to see that T is a subtree of T 4, A of height at least0 3
< Ž . < Ž .v ? 2 q 1. This shows that T 4, A G v ? 2 q 1, and so r A G 3.3
Now we return to the general case. Suppose the result is true for a q 1
Ži.e., we have a set A that is constructed like A and is of rankaq1 3
. XG a q 1 . Let A be the set obtained by removing the edges CD, DE,aq1
and EF from A . Now we form the set A just like A , except thataq1 aq2 3
we put scaled copies of the sets AX into the squares S such that theaq1 n
FIGURE 8
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points C and F in AX correspond to the points C and F in S . Then itaq1 n n n
Ž .is easy to verify that r A G a q 2, so the result also holds for a q 2.aq2
Suppose the result is true for all a - l q 1, where l is a limit ordinal.
² Ž .:Choose a strictly increasing sequence a n of successor ordinals such
Ž .that lim a n s l. Then we can find sets A constructed like A sucha Žn. 3
Ž . Ž .that r A G a n . We form the set A exactly as above, except thata Žn. lq1
in each of the squares S we put a scaled copy of AX . As in the case forn a Žn.
< Ž . <  Ž . 4A we can verify that T 4, A sup v ? a n : n G 1 q 1 G v ? l q 1. So3 lq1
Ž .r A G l q 1.lq1
Finally, suppose the result is true for all a - l, where l is a limit
² Ž .:ordinal. Choose a strictly increasing sequence a n of successor ordinals
Ž .such that lim a n s l. Let A be the set obtained by inserting scaledl
copies of AX that fit exactly into the squares Q as shown below ina Žn. n
Ž . Ž .Figure 9. The line joining 0, 0 to 3, 0 is a part of A, but the broken lines
are not. Q is connected to Q by a line of length 2yn. It is easy to seeny1 n
Ž .that A is closed and simply connected, and it is clear that r A G l. Thisl
completes the proof.
Remark 2. The constructions above actually yield sets with rank exactly
a , but this is not trivially obvious. The techniques needed to show that the
Ž .ranks are exactly a are similar to those employed in the « part of the
proof of Proposition 6. The verifications are tedious, however, so we omit
them.
Ž . Ž 2 .COROLLARY 9 Becker . NH and SC are not analytic subsets of K R .
Ž 2 .Proof. Suppose NH is an analytic subset of K R . let $ be the
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .U ² ² :: ² ² ::relation on K R = N = P R defined by A, M, g $ B, N, d
iff
Ž . ² : Ž . ² : Ž .a A s B g NH, M s N, g g T M, A , d g T M, A , and
Ž . ² : ² : Ž .b d is an extension of g in T M, A .
FIGURE 9
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Ž 2 .U 2Here P R is the set of all finite sequences of paths in R . Then it is not
difficult to check that $ is a strict analytic well-founded relation. By a
Ž w x.classical result in descriptive set theory see 7, p. 103 , it follows that $
must have countable length, a , say. But from the definition of $ this0
< Ž . < Ž .means that for all M and all A, T M, A F a . Hence r A F a for all0 0
A g SC, which is a contradiction. Hence NH is not an analytic subset of
Ž 2 .K R . The same argument shows that SC is not an analytic subset of
Ž 2 .K R . Since all Borel subsets are analytic subsets, NH and SC are not
Ž 2 .Borel subsets of K R .
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